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ISTRODLXTION 
The aim of this paper is to study one-dimensional processes associated with 
the coefficients [a(x), b(x)], w h erc a is the drift coefficient and 6 is the diffusion 
coefficient. If the coefficients arc smooth, a unique transition function 
P(t, x, q, t > 0, x E R, TEA@(R) (g(R) is the a-algebra gcneratcd by the 
open sets of R) can be associated with [a, 61, where the density of the measure 
p(t, x, .) is the. solution of the Kolmogorov forward equation. If both u and 6 
are bounded and uniformly Holder continuous and 6 is strictly elliptic, then 
we can still associate a unique transition density function ~(1, x, yj with [a, b] 
as the solution of the Kolmogorov backward equation. When a and 6 are 
not Holder continuous, the classical theory of parabolic differential equations 
dots not imply the existence of a fundamental solution to the backward 
equation. To rclate a Markov process to [a, 61, one must therefore resort to 
other methods. For U(X) bounded measurable, b(x) bounded uniformlv 
continuous and strictly elliptic, Tanaka [4] and Krylov [3] were able to 
construct a quasi-diffusion [3] corresponding in some sense to [(I, 61. However, 
they were unable to show that the resulting scmigroup is unique. Thercforc, 
they could not uniquely identify the quasi-diffusion with [u, h]. This difficulty 
is overcome in [5], by using the martingale approach, where it is shown that 
to each [a, b] there corresponds a unique probability- mcasurc f;. on (Q, 90) 
which solves the martingale problem starting at x c- H. (L? --= space of real- 
valued continuous functions on [0, zoo); ,q” is the smallest a-algebra on Q 
with respect to which all the coordinate functions n7 : f2 -+ R, t :- r ‘;, 0, 
are measurable, and So == .SCzoS) If one can also associate a semigroup with 
[a, 61, as is done, for instance, in [4] and [3], then it can bc shown [5, Part II, 
Theorem 11.11 that this semigroup must be unique. The uniqueness of I>2 , 
however, does not ensure the pathwise uniqueness which results from Ito’s 
formulation of stochastic differential equations. 
The major portion of the work in [3] and [4] is devoted to showing that the 
Markov process constructed for the poorly behaved coefficients is a quasi- 
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diffusion. The approach prescntcd in [3-51 is highly probabilistic in its nature. 
In the next section, we shall derive a formula similar to (1.3) of [5], using 
only functional analytic methods, for the case where the drift coefficient is 
bounded, integrable on R, and vanishes at *a. With this formula, the 
uniqueness of the semigroup, generated by [a, b] (in the sense of [3]), can be 
readily established. 
The main difficulty in proving uniqueness from (1.3) of [5] is that the 
transition function which appears is that associated with the poorly behaved 
coefficients, and since very little is known about this transition function 
(it cmergcs from the Riesz-Markov Theorem), uniqueness is difficult to 
prove. The crux of our approach is to find a representation for the scmigroup 
{C(t) : t 3 0}, associated with the poorly behaved coefficients, in terms of a 
semigroup {l’(t) : t > 0} associated with well-behaved coefficients. Since a 
great deal is known about the unique transition density function p(t, x,y) 
corresponding to (T(t) : t > 0}, uniqueness of {U(t) : t > 0} will follow 
from the properties of p(t, x, y). 
Finally, we remark that the techniques of this paper do not appear to be 
as general as those in [5]. The main contribution is that the uniqueness of the 
semigroup, generated by a bounded integrable drift coefficient vanishing at 
&tco is demonstrated from purely functional analytic considerations. The 
analysis is done for a one-dimensional system, but the extension to n-dimen- 
sions is straightforward. 
Existence of L’nique Quasi-Diffusions 
From now on, let a and b bc bounded uniformly Holder continuous, and 
Ict b also be strictly elliptic. Let u(x) bc a real-valued bounded, measurable, 
integrable function on R vanishing at &co. 
Dcfine 
h,(P) (2,h)[?(~” --I P)], x > 0. 
Then 
is infinitely differentiable in X. Since u is integrable over R, it follows from 
[7, Problem 13, pp. 196-1971 that 
a.e. on I?. 
Since uA is continuously differentiable, the mean-value theorem implies that 
uA is uniformly Lipschitz continuous. Thus, there exists a sequence {u,> of 
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uniformly Lipschitz continuous functions such that lim,,, U%(X) : U(X) 
a.e. on H. 
N:e now construct a Markov process for the coefficients [a T u, b]. Let 
A, := (u(x) 7 u,(x))(a;ax) + [byc)j2](2’/2x’). 
Then, for each n, [8, Vol. 1, Theorem 5.111 implies the existence of a unique 
diffusion process (Q, Fto, P,“, 7rf , x E: R), where the transition density func- 
tion p,(t, X, y) is the fundamental solution of 
2v,l2t -: A,v. 
Let P,(l, x, r) =- I;,p,(t, X, r) dr and 
for n J2 0, where P(t, X, r) -- : Pzn{;rt E I’>, r E 9(R), and f~ B(R), where 
R(H) is the space of real-valued measurable functions on R. Define for t > 0 
where f has compact support and is three times continuously differentiable. 
Proceeding exactly as in [3, Section 11, it can bc shown that C(t).f is repre- 
sentable as 
c;(t)&) = J f‘(y) P(t, x, dy) (1) 
R 
for any f~ C(R), where P(t, X, 1’) is a transition function, and C(R) is the 
space of bounded continuous real-valued functions on R. Employing the 
properties of P(t, X, r) proved in [3, Section 11, we can conclude on the 
basis of [5, Part 1, Theorem 3.141 that there corresponds a continuous 
Rlarkov process to P(t, X, F). We denote this Markov process by (Q, .F/r, 
Pp+IL> riTt , x c R). 
Xow that we have associated a Markov process with [a T u, b], we shall 
obtain a representation for (U(t)f : t > 0} which is different from (1). 
First, let (Q, FF, P, , 5~~ , x E R) be the Markov process generated by the 
coefficients [a, b], which satisfy the conditions of the first paragraph of this 
section. In view of [8, Vol. 1, Theorem 5.111, the transition density function 
of this Markov process is the fundamental solution of the parabolic differential 
equation 
where 
2Vic”t = AV, (4 
A = a(x)(aj2x) .;- [b*(x)/‘2](6”~2x’). (3) 
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The transition density function p(t, x, y) induces a unique semigroup 
{T(t) : t > O> of bounded linear operators on B(R) through the relation 
l’(t)fW = JR.f(YW v) dr- 
A is the s-infinitesimal generator of {l’(t) : t > 0} with domain 9(A) 
containing 
9 -- {f~ C(R) : f has compact support,f’, fw E C(R)). 
Integrating (2) we get 
T(t)f - f = ,; AT(s)f ds (4) 
forfc9. 
In view of the estimates in [8, Vol. II, Theorem OS], it can be shown that 
for each n > 0 and f E 9, both T(t)f (x) and U,(t) f (x) are diffcrentiablc 
in t, and twice continuously differentiable in x and satisfy 
and 
aT(t)fpt = AT(t)f, 
WJt)f’at = A,lJ,(t)f, (5) 
respectively, with the respcctivc initial conditions, 
and 
s-jlp T(t)f = f 
+ 
s-pll UJt)f = f. (6) 
We claim that the unique solution of (5) (. . smce the coeficients are smooth) 
can be represented as the solution of the integral equation 
CTn(t)f := ?‘(t)f 4. j-t T(t - s) u,(.) IhY,(s)f ds 1 (7) 
n 
for any n > 0 and f E 3; I1 - 2/2x is a closed linear operator on C,,(R) with 
domain .9(D), containing $I := (f E C(R) :f has compact support,,f’ E C(R)} 
1 The existence of a solution to this integral equation is proved in Appendix I. 
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and C,(R) is the Banach space of bounded continuous functions vanishing 
at *cc;. For t > 0, we write the incremental ratio as 
; (r;7t(t + A)f - Lrn(t)f) = ; (T(t + A)f - T(t)J) 
1 . .-w> --1 ’ ( -l A )I T(t -s) u,(.) DLTn(S)fdS - u 1 s GA $ --. A 1 T(t + A - s) u,(.) DL,y,(s)fds. (8) 
The first term on the right-hand side of (8) approaches A l’(t)f, since f~ B 
and T(t)f~ g(A). The third term approaches u,(.) DUn(t)f since the map 
s + ?‘(I + A - s) u,(.) Z>Un(s)f from [0, t -(- A] into C,(R) is s-continuous. 
This follows from i’ DL’Js)~~ < co for s > 0 (Lemma I), and Ij Un(S)f -f\! ---N 0 
as S -+ 0 [8, Vol. II, Eq. (5.69)]. In Appendix II, we show that 
1 * T(t - s) un( *) I) U,(s)f ds E ayd4). ‘U 
Hence, the left-hand side of (8) exists and 
i?LT,(t)f:Zt =: AT(t) -1.. ‘4 J’ T(t - s) u,(.) Z~L~,(s)fds -I- u,(.) ZX,(t)f 
0 
= .4,UJt)f. 
Therefore, since the solution of (7) satisfies (5), it must be the unique solution. 
The following lemmas are presented in preparation for Theorems 4 and 5. 
LE?JhIA 1. The linear operator DT( t) is bounded on 5? and, since $7 = C,(A), 
can be extended to a unique bounded linear operator with the same norm and 
symbol on C,,(R) for any t > 0, und 
1 T 11 I)T(t)‘l dt < s ‘0 
for my 0 < 7 < ~0. 
Proof. Let f E 9, and let ~(t, X, y) be the transition density function 
associated with (l’(t) : t 3 0 >. By [8, Vol. II, Theorem 0.51, we know that 
p(t, s, y) is continuously differentiable in x and 
1 
ilP(t, x, Y) ..- - _... -- 
2X 
-;= Mcxp i- “(YA‘Y 
’ t ! t \’ 
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where +?I and OL are positive constants. Thus, 
where z = (y -- .~)/a. Hence, 
I: m-(t)!; -<, M 
4-- 
z .EI wt 
and 
J 
-Ii, Dl’(t)l dt < x 
0 
forO<r<co. Q.E.D. 
From now on let II, bounded by y, integrable on K, and vanishing at &a, 
be fixed, and let (u,) be a sequence of uniformly Lipschitx continuous func- 
tions (as described earlier) converging a.c. to u on R. 
LEhfMA 2. i-‘-or t > 0, n > 0, u&(t) is a bounded linear operator on 9, 
and therefore can be extended to a unzipe bounded linear operator on C,(R) 
with the same symbol and norm, and 11 DL’,,(t) j is uniformly integrable with 
respect to n ois’e~ [0, 71, T < c13. 
Prooj. By the construction of un, it is bounded by y and uniformly 
Lipschitz continuous. Therefore, Lemma 1 implies that j: DUn(t < 03 for 
t>Oand 
I 
7 Ij DU,(t)ll dt < CO (9) 
0 
for each n > 0, and 7 < co. 
Now, for each je .G?, T(t - S) u,(.) DUn(s)j~ S(n), where 0 ,( s < t < 00. 
Therefore, 
jt II DT(t - s) %(.> nLi,(s)j i ds ,< y I fll St :I DT(t - s)ll / Dun(s)/, ds (10) 
0 0 
exists since the convolution of two integrable functions (Lemma 1 and (9)) is 
itself finite [ 1, Lemma VIII.1.24]. Hence, invoking [I, Theorem 11.6.20, 
p. 1531, we can operate on both sides of (7) with 11 to get 
Dunct)f =<D2-ct)f +--jt DT(~ - s) un(.) DU~(+. (11) 
0 
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Then, 
)j DU,(t)ii .< Y(t) i- y j” Y(t - S) I/ ZllJ,(s)i. dS < CG. (12) 
0 
Let Z = [0, t,], and p : 2 j2 Y(s) rls. Th cn, integrating both sides of (12) 
from 0 to 7 E I, we get 
h,(7) :< p t YP j, h,(s) ds, 
where h,(t) + 1: :! UZI,,(s),, ds, which implies, by Gronwall’s Lemma 
[9, p. 1 I], that for all n > 0, 
12J-r) < peYpr. U.E.D. 
Let 
Then, 
A(t) .--I Y(t) I- yp%?JJ~. 
for all II > 0, t E I, and h(t) is integrable over [0, T], r E I. 
LEMMA 3. For each t 3 0, {DCi,(t)},,,, converges in the un;form operator 
topology on Z(C,(R), Co(R))z to V(t) c- g(C,(R), C,(R)) as n -+ co, 24niformZy 
on every jbtite interaal. 
Proof. For each t > 0, and n, m > 0, Dcr,(t) - ZIUm(t) can be extended 
uniquely from 2 to a bounded linear operator on C,(R) with the same symbol 
and norm. 
Using (1 l), WC have, for f E 9, 
urJn(t)f - LW,(t)f = J“ DT(t - S>(U,(+> - %,(‘>) W,(s)f ds 
0 
t- j: DT(t - S) U,(.)(DLQS)f - D&(S)f) ds. (13) 
Consider the integrand of the first term on the right-hand side of (13). Let 
Then 
1 zqt --- s)(u,(x) - u,(x)) DU,(s)f(x)j 
< j, I U,,(Y) .- fhW I nU,(S)f (39; 1 $(t - S, ~3) j Il’r 
5; I/f !I A(s) Y(t - s) &$(x). (14) 
2 Z(C,(R), C,(R)) is the space of bounded linear operators from C,(R) into C,(R). 
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By definition of u, and the fact that ] U(Z)] + 0 as x ---f &co, there exists 
K + 0 such that 1 un(x)j < 48 f or all n > some N if 1 x 1 > k. Therefore, 
&&(4 G ; + jr, I %(Y> - %n(Y>I L- i 
(Y - 4” dy 
d24t -s) exp - t---s 1 
1 <p+-- k 
2 d2Tr(t - s) i 
I U,(Y) - %(Y>l dY G E 
-k 
for sufficiently large n, m. Hence /I @fs I/ +Oasn,m+ cofor0 <s < tEI. 
Returning to (13), 
Now, for any t E 1, for almost every s E [0, t], /( c$:,& [/ + 0 as n, m + co. 
Then, since h(s) ?P(t - s) (I&$ II < 2~4s) Y((t - s), which is integrable on 
[0, t], the first term on the right-hand side of (13) approaches 0 as n, m -+ co. 
Given any /3 > 0, we can choose n, m large enough so that for all t E I 
(choose n, m for t = tr), 
II DUw(t) Y- ~um(t)ll d P + Y jt y(t - s) II Dun(s) - DUm(s)II ds. 
0 
Let G(s) and H(s) be the Laplace Transforms of 11 DU,(t) - DU,(t)jl and 
$P(t), respectively. Then 
G(s) < s + G(s) W 
and 
Since 
P 
G(s) d s(1 - H(s)) . 
Y(t) =M %l T-7’ H(s) = 5) where N = yMn. 
z 
- , 
a: 
we have 
Taking the Inverse Laplace Transform, we get 
I/ DU,(t) - DU,,(t)lj < /3eNzt erfc(--N A) < /IL 
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on I, where 1. is a constant. Hence, 
uniformly on 1. Since Y(C,(R), C,(R)) is a Ranach space, there exists 
V(t) E 2(C,,(R), C,,(R)) such that 
uniformly on I. 
!,i& iI DU,(t) - V(t)li : 0 
QED. 
THEOREM 4. The semixroup of operators {U(t) : t > 0) defined by (1) 
can be represented as 
C(t)f 2 ?‘(t)f .\- j’ T(t - s) u(.) DU(s)fds 
0 
fovf EC?, t ;s 0. 
(16) 
Proof. For f E 9, t ;> 0, n, m > 0, (7) yields 
C,(t)f - bT,,,(t)f -- i” T(t - s)(u,(.) --- u,,(.)) DUn(s).fds 
; j-’ T(t -- s) u,>(~)(DU,(s)f -- Dr;;,(s)f) ds. 
0 
Since {l’(t) : t > 0} is induced by a conservative diffusion process, 
II T(t)]1 = 1 for all t G? 0. ‘I’hen, exactly as in Lemma 3, WC can show that 
where we use the fact that 1; UUn(s);’ is uniformly integrable with respect to 
n 3 0 over [O, t], and ii UU,(s) -.- ZIL;‘,(S)!I -F 0 as n, m -F m. Hence, 
{ Cn(t)jn2;” converges in the uniform operator topology to CT(t) E Y(C,(R), 
cow as Iz - + cc, I.e., 
l$ ,’ U,(t) - cl(t):\ =.- 0. 
We now show that for f~ 52, V(t)f : DL’(t)f for any t ;z 0. Since 
ZIZ;,(t)f(z) is a continuously differentiable function of X, and DUn(t)f -% V(t)f 
by Lemma 3, 
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wheie ji DUJt)f:l ,< h(t) !if/l for ali n ,> 0, Also, IjJl)f& U(t)fas n -+ cx). 
Thus, 
~(W(x) - W>f(v> = jz v(t).&!) &, 
Y 
which implies that forfE 9 
DU(t)f = v(t)f. 
For the remainder of this proof, Ict t > 0 he fised. We claim that, for 
0 <s .< tandfEG, 
c&(s) 7 T(t - s) I&(.) l!wn(S)f 2 T(t - 9) a(.) DC:(s)f 3 q(s) 
as n + co. From Lemma 3, we know that 
g,(s, .) z Dz!n(S)f(.) 2 J!xys),f(*) = g(s, a) (17) 
as n -+ co. Now, 
T(t - S)(%(X> &a(.% -4 - 44 &, 4); 
< J i G(Y) -- U(Y), ( gn(S, y>! PC! - ~9 ~7 Y) dy R 
.; 
s 
U(Y) I gn(s, Y) - c&r Y>I ~(t - s, *, Y) dr 
R 
iv 1 u,(y) .- u(y)j - 
dt - s 
e.p ! -- -oL(y.::d?j dy 
i t-s ) 
-I. Y I’ &h, .> -As, .)‘I, (18) 
where the estimate for p(t, x, y) is obtained from [8, Vol. II, Theorem OS]. 
The first term in the right-hand side of (18) goes to 0 uniformly in x as 
n -+ CC by the a.e. convergence of an(y) to u(y) and by the same argument 
as in the proof of Lemma 3. The second term goes to 0, as ?z --t co, bq’ (17). 
Hence, 
&Lb) 2 4(s) (1% 
as n - + x, for each 0 < s < t. 
Let p E ./Z(R):% be arbitrary. Then, 
&,(4) -= jR jR U,(Y) ~~~,$)f(Yb(t - J‘, .&Y> dY cLcdx) 
3 A(R) is the space of signed measures on R. 
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is a continuous function from [0, t] into R since DCTn(~)f(y) and p(~, X, y) 
are continuous in 7, bg virtue of the fact that the coefficients which generate 
{Lb(t) : t & 0) and {Y’(t) : t > 0} satisfy the conditions of [8, Vol. II, Theo- 
rem 0.51, ensuring the existence of fundamental solutions. Thus, the function 
q,,(.) : [0, t] + C,(R) is weakly measurable for each 11 ;5 0. Since C,(R) is a 
separable Hanach space, the thcorcm in [6, p. 1311 implies that qn(s) is 
strongly measurable in the Bochner sense [6, p. 1301. Thercforc, since 
j qn(s),’ :< y/\(s) for all n > 0 and A( ) s 1s integrable over [0, L], the thcorcm in 
[6, p. 1331 implies that {qn(~))nP.zu C B([O, t], C,(R)), the space of Eochner 
integrable functions from [0, t], with the Lebesgue measure, into the scpa- 
rablc Hanach space Co(R). Since qn(s) LT* q(s) as n -p rx: for each s E [0, t], 
and j! qn(s)ll < rh(s) for all n > 0, [2, Th corem 3.7.9, p. 831 implies that 
q(s) c B([O, tl, C,(R)) and 
bi jt qn(S) do :-- St q(s) ds. 0 0 
Thus, letting n --+ co in (7), WC get forfE 9 
r;(t)f = l’(t)f -+ 1” qt -.-’ s) U(‘) mqs)fds. (20) 
‘0 
Q.E.Ll 
THEOREV 5. (U(t): t 3 0} is unique. 
PYOO~. We know that U(t)f satisfies the integral Eq. (20). Let Z(t)f also 
satisfy (20). Then W(t)f i-- rj(t)f - Z(t)f satisfies 
W(t)f = jt qt - s) u(.) DW(s)fds. (21) 
0 
Hence, for x E R, 
llW(t)/‘(x) = j’ j 
” R 
u(y) flW(s)f(y) ;i ~(t - s, x, y)dy ds 
Hence, 
(22) 
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Let 6 be any positive number. Thus, 
II DYt)fll < f3 + Y it II D~Nfll w - 4 ds. 
0 
NOW, proceeding exactly as in Lemma 3, with Laplace Transform methods, 
we obtain 
II bill d W E = constant, 
for each finite interval. Thus, 
4) = SUP{II ~fw)fll : s k-z [O, tl> < a, 
and returning to (22), we have 
4) d c(t)y 1; Y(s) ds. 
Since Y(s) is integrable over finite intervals [0, tf], we can find t’ > 0 small 
enough so that 
Y s ” Y(s) ds < 1. 0 
Hence, c(t’) = 0. Since there is nothing special about the origin of this 
argument, it follows that olV(t)f = 0 f or all t >, 0. Substituting this into 
(21), we get W(t)f = 0 for all t > 0. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6. -TfAT(t - s) u(.)DU(s)f~ B([O, t], C,(R))for each t 3 0, 
then for f E 9, U(t)f satisjes 
aU(t)f/at = (A + u(*)D) U(t)f a.e. on [0, co). 
Proof. Using (20), for t > 0 fixed, 
U(t + 4f - W)f _ T@ + 4f - Wf 
A 
T(t - s) u(o) DU(s)fds 
+;s:” T(t + A - s) u(.) DU(s)f ds. (23) 
It was shown earlier that T(t - s) u(.) DU(s)f E B([O, t], C,(R)). Therefore, 
[2, Corollary 2, p. 881 implies that the second term on the right-hand side 
of (23) goes to a(.) DU(t)f a.e. on [0, cc) as A + 0. For all 0 < A < t, 
< 4 j-’ II 44 dT = II Ms)ll E X0, tl, Co(W), 
0 
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where q(s) : T(L - S) u(.) DL’(s)f. Th ese ore, f the first term on the right 
side of (23) goes to $ AT(t -- s) u(.) Dli(s)fds as d ---f 0. Since f6-9 and 
T(t)9 C 9(A), the second term on the left side of (23) goes to AT(l)f as 
d -t 0. Thus, ZU(t)flZt exists a.e. on [0, co), and 
kc(t)f?t =- Al’(t)f --!- A if T(t -- s) u(.) zw(s)fds -1. u(.) m-(t)f 
= (A $ u(-)D) ;:;t,J ax. on [0, cc) QED. 
Remarks. (i) The method for integration employed in this paper seems 
to be restricted to unbounded operators of the form 
A’& -= (a(x) -I- u(x))D -)- [byx);2] II’, 
where LY s P/W. The critical point is the integrability of 11 ~!)Y’(t)‘l over 
bounded intervals [0, T]. If we consider a perturbation term in the diffusion 
coefficient as well as in the drift coefficient, the operator AU is of the form 
A + u,(x)13 f u*(x) l!P. 
To use the techniques of this paper, we would require the intcgrability of 
!j D”T(t)li over [0, 71. This, however, is not implied by the estimates in 
[S, Vol. II, Theorem OS]. In fact, we can show that 
fT , m-(t); dt = cc (24) 
“0 
for any 0 < T < 30. To set this, let 
A = jj .+ I)“, 
which is certainly an infinitesimal generator, and let {p(t) : t ;S 01 by the 
semigroup generated by /i. Now, suppose that 
for any 0 .< 7 <:: co. ‘I’hcn, by the integrability of !i Ill’(t);‘, 
Ii I”(t) - 1 i ( it 1 kfT(s)!, ds 4 
- 0 
exists, and goes to 0 with t. This shows that {T(t) : t =/- 0) is uniformly 
continuous, which implies that A is a bounded linear operator [I, Theorem 
4 $p(s) is actually defined only on the domain of A; the AT(s) in this relation is the 
natural extension to the entire space C,(R). 
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VIII.1.2, p. 6141. But this is impossible, since A is a differential operator on 
the Banach space C,,(R). 
(ii) For u(t, X) bounded, and integrable as a function of x for each t, 
the methods of this section can be used to associate a unique two-parameter 
family { U(s, t) : 0 < s .< t, t E I} with [u(x) + u(t, x), b(x)]. For f E 9, 
U(s, t)f is represented as 
U(s, t)f = T(t - s)f + jt T(t - T) U(T, .) DU(s, T)f ds. (25) 
s 
The extension is accomplished by applying [8, Vol. II, ‘I’hcorcm 0.41 place of 
[8, Vol. II, Theorem 0.51, to ensure the existence of fundamental solutions of 
where 
aunts, qjyat L am cgs, t)f, 
A,(t) := A + un(t, x)D, 
and {ci(s, t) : t 2 s > O> is generated by A,(t); ~~(2, X) is continuous and 
bounded on [0, t,] x R, uniformly Holder continuous in x for all t, and 
u,(t, x) + u(t, x) ae. on [0, tr] x R. 
(iii) Since U(X) is bounded, integrable and vanishes at &co, we can as- 
sume that U(X) has the same properties, and that the scmigroup {T(t) : t >, 0} 
is generated by [h2(~)/2](~z~2/a~2). 
APPENDIX I 
Let f E 9 be bounded in norm by N. Let 
@, 4 = U&)f (4 and w(t, x) = T(t)f (x). 
Then (7) can bc rewritten as 
Since apjax is a continuous function [g, Vol. II, Theorem 0.51 and w(t, X) 
is continuous because T(t)f E 9(A), MC can differentiate both sides of (Al) ; 
to get 
where 
w, x) = qt, x) + J: J, q(t - s, x,.Y) %Y) 4 4 W9 
qt, x) = g o(t, x), zqt, x) = g w(l, x), 
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and 
ye, x, Y> = G(Y) ; PC4 XF Y). 
Let I -= [O, t,], and let C(I x R) be the set of continuous functions g(t, X) 
on I x R. We will now show that (A2) h as a solution in C(I >: I-?). From 
this it will follow that there exists a solution for (Al). We shall employ the 
method of successive substitutions. 
In the integrand of (A2), in place of z’(s, y), substitute its value as given b) 
the equation itself. We get 
x i+, y) -I-- ji j", q(s - s 1 , y, Yl> f& 7 Yl) dYldS1 dY dj 
= zi.@, x) + j: jTm (~(t - s, x,Y) %Y) 4 ds 
Substituting again for 5,(x1 , yr) its value given by (A2), we obtain 
1 3c 
qt, x) 1 zqt, x) + J-s y(t -- s, x, y) C(.s, y) dy ds 0 --I) 
i- -(:' j", q("I - s2 , Yl , YZ ) 5(s, , y2) dy2 ds, dy, ds, dy dj 
-: + .r) -? jl jrd & ...- & % Y) G(& Y) dy dj 
i- j: jyz jljl, q(t - s, x, y) q(s - SI 9 Y> Yl) %% 9 Yl> dY1 4 dY ds 
.L ~-1 Jr”, jl j:, Jr J" q(t - s, 3, 34 4b - s1 , Y, Y*) 
-1) 
x q(.sl - s2 , y1 , ~2) qs, , YJ dy, 4 d.1 dsl dv & 
jOj/lZ/I-2 
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Proceeding in this way, we obtain 
x 6(s1 , yl) dy, ds, dy ds + ... 
+ j: jm js ja 
-co 0 -cv 
. . . j-y jydt-WY) 
x q(s - $1 ,Y,Yl> ... !&-I - s, , yn-I, yn) c,(s, , ye.1 dyn dsn . . . dr ds 
-I-j; jy, j, ,I,... jr j~~~(t-S,r,Y)q(s-sl.Y,Yl) 
Let 
... q(Sn - se+1 , ym ,yn+J %+, 9 ~ni-1) dyn+l ds,+, ... dy ds. 
&(t, x) = jt j” 
0 
js jm 
--io 0 -cc 
..’ jr-’ ,I, q(t - s, %Y> 40 - $1 7% Yl) 
‘Now, by Lemma I, we have that I/ DT(t)lj < Y((t), where Y(t) = Md2a/at. 
Therefore, j G(t, zc)l = I a/ax T(t)f(x)l & NY(t). By [8, Theorem 0.51, we 
also have 
I q(t, x, y)l < T exp [ -+- ‘)” ] 
since 11 u, /I < 1. Thus 
Mexp [ 
-a(y - x)” 
t-s I 
(t - 4 
M exp 1 -4Y1 -Y>" 1 M exp [ -4Yn - Yn-J2 s - s, s,-1 - s?z 1 X -.. (s - sl) (ST&-l - s-1 
x NY&) dyn ds, . . . dy ds. 
Let 
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Then 
x -.‘= de, ds,, 
ht 
... d.$ ds. 
We can integrate out all terms (I / 42;~) cxp{ -p*/d) with respect to p to get 
... qTd-l=n ;; ds, ds, .1 ..a ds. (A3) 
Considering the first integral in (A3), we have 
The second integral is 
The third integral is 
s 
%I a 
o +=-= ds,-, = 2 z/i,,;< < 2 d/t, , 
7i 3 - h-2 
and so on. Substituting into (A3), we obtain 
The constants :M and OL arc determined in [8, Vol. II, Theorem 0.51, but 
-.. 
whatever they are, we can redefine OL so large that 2M~2at,/~ < 1. Hence, 
the series 
qt, x) -!- S,(t, x) + S,(t, x) 7 .‘. k S,(t, x) -;- ... (A4) 
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converges uniformly to a continuous function on 1 x R. It can be readily 
shown that the function defined by (A4) satisfies (A2); see [IO, p. 121, for 
example. 
To show that there exists a solution for (AI), we proceed as follows: w’e 
know that G(t, x) is a solution of (A2), that is, 
g )v~f, 4 - w(t, x) - j' j" 0 --03 ?tt - 5, x, r) u,(y) 8 D(S,y) dy ds\ = o, 
which implies that 
44 x> - 44 4 - j: Q(, - s, x, y) un(y) $ ‘L(s, y) dy ds = const. 
But at t = 0, ~(0, X) = ~(0, X) =f(.z). Hence const. = 0 and 
is a solution of (Al). 
w(l, x) = I qt, x) dx 
APPENDIX II 
First, we show that I>UQ(t)f is s-continuous on [O, t,]. For t E [0, t/J, 
DU,(t + d)f - Dr;;,(t)f = DT(t + Ll)f - Dr(t)f 
+I:” DT(t -I- A - s) un(.) DCT,(s)fds 
and 
- 
I 
’ DT(t -- s) u,(.) DUJs)f ds, 
0 
II DCn(t -I 0)f --- DC&)fl’ 
< ) D:,(t)\ (/ T(d)f -.fl 
*’ -p 
3 
Ii D?‘(t - S) I ;I( T(d) - I) I(,( .) D~I‘~(s)~‘. d.c 
0 
*f-d 
-I- J t y” DT(t +d 
- s)ii 1’ Dl/,(s)f.I ds. 
The first term on the right goes to 0 as d - 0 by the s-continuity of (T(t) : 
t > 0) on C,(R) [8, Vol. I, Eq. (5.69), p. 1631. Since u,(x) is a continuous 
function, u,,(.) DL’Js)~E C,(R) for all s e I, and the integrand 
II DT(t - s)ll NT@) - 4 SC.) DL’&)f II 
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is uniformly bounded by 2+‘(r - s)h(s) ijfji, which is integrable on [0, t]. 
Therefore, the second term goes to 0 as d --f 0. The third term approaches 0 
as A -+ 0 since Y(t +- d - s) h(s) is integrable. Therefore, DUJ,(t)f is 
s-continuous on (0, tr]. To prove continuity at the origin, we need only show 
that 1: D?‘(d)f- Df\l --t 0 as d -+ 0. This follows from 
l-iii sup I DT(T)f(X), : .- 0, 
D’rn! O<T <t, 
which can be proved by an argument similar to 2O of [8, \Tol. 1, p. 1631 using 
the estimate (0.41) of [8, Vol. II, Theorem 0.51 in place of the estimate (0.40) 
and the fact that DT(d)f(x) +f(x) as A -F 0 uniformly on compact sets 
[8, Vol. I, pp. 164, 1651. Thus, DU,(t)jis s-continuous on [O, ‘,I. 
Sow, let 
g(t) I-1 j’7’~~ -- s) u,(.) ~~,(~)fd.~ = j’ ~(~1 u,,(.) IIC:,(~ -- s)fd.r. 
0 0 
Then, 
T(h)g(t) = j* qs T h) u,(.)DL~,(t -. s)fds 
.-= f+ T(s) u,(.) DC:& + h - s)fds 
‘h 
= f’ l’(s) u,(.) DC,,(t -. s) C:Jh)f ds 
0 
s 
t+h 
-! T(s) u,(.) I)L,(t :- h -- s)f ds 
t 
- 
J 
‘h l’(s) un( .) DU,(t -’ h -- s)f ds. 
0 
Adding -g(t) to both sides, we obtain 
W)*“(t) --- g(t). _ 
h 
- ; jt T(s) u,(.) Db’,(t - s)(IJ,(lz)f --f) ds 
0 
1 
r 
t+h 
I- 
h., 
T(s) un( .) D C:;,,(t -+ h -- s)f ds 
1 h -- 
i h o 
T(s) u,( .) D L-.‘,(t -L h - s)f ds. 
Taking the s-lim on both sides, the first integral on the right goes to 0 by 
the s-continuity of U,(s) at the origin. Since DU,(s) is s-continuous (proved 
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above) and s-integrable (Lemma I), it follows that the intcgrands of both 
the second and third integrals satisfy these conditions, and therefore by I .2.c 
of [8, Vol. I, p. 211, we get 
Consequently, g(l) E B(A). 
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